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United States Government. Neither the United States Nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
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owned rights. 
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A 3-DIMENSIONAL BEN·! SCANNING SYSTEM FOR PARTICLE RADIATION TIlERAPY* LBL 5546 

Ch. Leemann, J. Alonso, II. Grunder, E. Hoyer, G. Kalnins 
D. Rondeau, J. Staples and F. Voelker 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

Summary 

In radiation therapy treatment volumes up to 
several liters have to be irradiated. Today's charged 
particle programs use ridge filters, scattering foils, 
occluding rings collimators and boluses to shape the 
dose distribution. 1 An alternative approach, scanning 
of a small diameter beam, is analyzed and tentative 
systems specifications are derived. Critical components 
are scheduled for fabrication and testing at LBL. 

Introduction 

Apart from biological advantages whose detailed 
investigation constitutes at present a substantial 
research effort heavy charged particle beams have the 
physical advantage of spatially extremely well defined 
dose distributions. Their successful application in 
a wide range of therapeutic situations requires means 
to irradiate volumes as large as 30cm x 30cm x 15cm. 
Prescribed dose levels should be attained within a 
few precent, i rradiat ion of hea !thy tissue minimized 
and the distortion of dose distributions caused by 
tissue heterogeneities should be compensated for. 
The time for (Jill' treiJtment should not exceed a few 
minutes; idenlly nbout I minute is aimed at . 3-dimen
sional scanning seems to meet these requirements. The 
basic components of a scanning system are two magnets 
sweeping the beam over the treatment area, a device 
or procedure to change beam energy quickly, a device 
to control be'lIlI intensity and a computer control 
system. 

Analysis of Procedure 

Sl)atial Characteristics ..:::1:...:..": _ ____ __ • ___ _ 

We briefly examine the relation between the pre
scribed dose distribution D(X,Y,Z) and the sweep 
pattern. From this criteria for the step sizes will 
he derived . We <J~sume that over the duration of one 
treatment (- 60 s ) the detailed time structure of dose 
accullluia tion is biologically iuunaterial. The scanning 
pattern is then described by a distribution function 
I (X, Y ,i;) : 

x Y II 

.f f f I(Xo'Yo';';o) d\dYodZo 
N(X,Y,Z) 

o 

where N(X,Y,::) is proportional to the total number 
of particles delivered with beam centroid positions 
Xo'::: X, Yo ~ Y and range 6

0 
~ 6. We describe the 

(1) 

contribution t.o the dose at (X,Y,Z) from a beam with 
centroid coordinates (Xo,Yo) and range Zo by a func-

tion g(X,Xo'Y'Yo't.,t. o)' The rel<1tion between I and D 

is then expre5seJ as a fredholm equation of the first 

*This work IVa:; done with support of the National 
In:;! itut(' of LI1\n~1' of the llep;\rtlllent of lIealth, 
I:ducallon and \iclfare. 
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(2) 

Exact solutions of this deconvolution problem will 
have to be found numerically and g(X,Xo'Y'Yo,b,Zo) 

has to be determined first by solving a "transport" 
or "Boltzmaull"- type integro-di ffe)'ential equation. 

To define systems parameters a simpler approach 
suffices. We assume a homogeneous medium, neglect 
secondary beam components resulting from nuclear 
interactions and as~ume a beam profile indepedent of 
Z. Then we obtain: 

This allows a simple solution of equati on (2) in terms 
of Fourier transforms : 

D(k,R.,m) (4 ) 

where the bar denotes the rourier transform. The 
(spatial) frequ ency range of D, and therefore attain
able resolution, is obviously limited by the finite 
beam spot size and longi tudin<l I extent of the f\r:'l~g 
peak. Also a finite step scanning pattern, resulting 
in a o-functior, like I (X,Y, Z) yic-lds very smooth dose 
dist.ributions (var i ations < 100 ) if the step ;;i7.1· docs 
not exceed _ one beam half-width. LOIver limi.ts for 
beam spot sizes and therefore llseful step sizes are 
determined by multipl e scattering and arc of the order 
of 2 to 3mm for 12C imd 5 to 7nun for protons for 
ranges in tissue between 20cm and 30cm. 

In the following required ),\agnet rise times arc 
derived. We envis~ge ~ system with 0 fast scan in 
X-direction at constant (Y,;;;) , a slower scon in the 
Y- direction and the slowest chnnge in ;, l.e. cnergy. 
The treatment volume is thought to be subdivided 
in cubical elementary volumes or "cells" whose I('ngth 
Lc corresponds to the characteristic beam dimcn s ions. 

Por a given treatment volume V, treatment time T and 
macroscopic duty cycle 11 of the accelerator we obtnin 
for the scanning velocity in X-direction, v

x
' and the 

corresponding timl' lltX: 

(3) and lit 
x 

nT L ,,2/V xc' 

There exists a minimum time i'ltx . indep('ndent of 
,mIn 

(4 ) 

treatment volUlne corresponding to L , the lIIinimum 
x,mJn' 



IClI&"th of the X-scan compatible with a given volume: 

2 
lit . "nT Lcl (L • L ) 

x,mln y,max ii' max (5) 

" VI (L . y,max (6) 

If a finite-size step pattern is used an efficient 
system requires a sweep speed v in Y-direction y 
given by: 

L c 
Vy = k.l\t " 

X,mln 
k ~ 5 (7) 

The time interval required to complete a 2-dimensional 
scan at a given energy is of the order nT L/Lj! and 

energy changes must be performed in a fraction there
of or be synchronized with beam-off periods, e.g. 
between synchrotron pulses. 

Intensity Control 

In order to achieve the desired dose distribu
tion energy deposition at each scan position has to 
be controlled by controlling beam intensity and/or 
adjusting the scanning speed. Our design uses a 
finite-step X-scan, accumulating dose at constant X, 
then stepping to the next position with a sweep speed 
of 100 ms- 1 for a 400 ~leV/amu Carbon beam. A fast 
(a few \.Is) beam switch a11o\,s the beam to be turned 
off duri ng the step if required. The design sweep 
speed while stepping is 5 times greater than the 
va 1 ue V x from equation (5) for L = 4mm, nr = 30s 

c 
and V = 10 liters. For a 30cm scan this corresponds 
to going from -B to +B in 3ms. max max 

System Design 

Scanninr, r.lag~lCts and Power Supplies 

Optimum magnet parameters depend on the properties 
of the ove- rall beam deli vcr)' system in which they are 
incorporated. In horizontal beams they are easily 
incorporated in the final drift length which can be 
fairly long. In the vertical beams or in the isocentric 
system~ considered for therapy overall economics may 
dictate a location further upstream. We estimate the 
power requi rement s for the first scanning magnet. The 
magnetic field is: 

B max 
0(l\p) L---

m 

[. (I\p) 
x (8) 

2T12 ·Lm 

where T is the tr~lsfer matrix from magnet center to 
target, Lm the magnet length and Lx the length of the 

scan. The stored energy is: 

(9) 

where 11 C x 1fC y 1TC is the beam emittance, Sx,/3), 

arc the beta functions at the magnet and the factor 
a takes into account that the actual magnetic field 
volume is somewhat larger than the beam aperture. For 
a spot size Xf = rc!Bf we obtain SX,min = Tl /I/3f' 

/3y,min = '1'34
2 
ISf · 

2 

Equation (9) becomes: 

(10) 

For a " 1.5, 

and Bp = 6.5 T we obtain: 
m 

u " S,mln 

30cm, Lm 1m 

and with a risetime of 1.Sms (0 to Bmax) the required 

peak power is : 

p 
peak 

This approximate analysis of power requirements is 
valid if : 

Also if T34 is very small it's maximum value over the 

magnet length · must be used. At present a ferd te core 
scanning magnet is being built at LBL. Apertures are 
slightly larger than mini.mally required in ortier to 
have some flexibility in ion optical arrnngelllents. 
Typical parameters are: Lm = 1m, a.perture :: 100ll'Jll 

x 40min, Bmax = 0.22'1' and Us = lOOJ. 

)lBlU3-MO 

Fig. 1 Fast scanning magnet Power supply 
schematic. 

In all investigated layouts the stored energy in the 
second magnet is larger, -1.0 to - 3.5 kJ, due to in
creased aperture requirements and this magnet is there
fore the logical choice for the slO\~ scan. 

The fast magnet is powered by four transistor 
actuators in a bridge circuit ollowing a constant 
current of either polarity by regulating the appro
priate actuators. Power for the holding current is 
provided from a low voltage power supply connccte-d 
through an isolating diode. A fifth actuator switches 



Fig. 2 
Control System 
Schematic. 
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a 100 V power supply to the bridge and by turning on 
hard the appropriate actuators in the bridge the mag 
net is driven to the new holding current. The fifth 
actuator is switched off and the regulating mode re
sumes. (Pig. 1) Work on a test power sl~ply has 
started. 

For the s lOl~ magnet an analogous approach sub
stituting SCR's for the transitor actuators is plann
ed. 

lIeam on/off Sl~itch 

The heam sldtch s imple consists of a magnet cap
able of sl~eepillg the beam by one to tl~O beam diameters 
over a matching co llimator in a fel~ )JS. Pre liminary 
designs envisage a 1 to 2m long ferrite core, one 
turn lIIagnet oJlerating at fields of less than 10m T. 

It seems entirely feasible that a synchrotron 
designed for medical upl'lications could perform energy 
changes on a pulse to pulse basi s . In the interest of 
simple oJleJ'~tioll hOI~ever, or for installa tion at exist
ing facilities such as the LBL Devalac, a va riable 
thicknes s degrader appears more attractive. Such a 
degrader mllst be located after the l as t beam transport 
elements very close to the patient since it introduces 
a substant.i a I increase in emittance. For proton s , for 
example, even if n low l degrader such as Be or C is 
used, emi.ttallce in each j)lane increases by a factor 
of approxim:ltely 10 to SO and un energy spread of a 
fel~ ~teV is introduced for the requi red range adjust
ments. A device similar to the LASL range shifter 2 

seems ideally suited. 

Monitorin g ~nd Computer Control 

Fig. (2) depicts schematically a tentative des ign 
of the control sys tcm. Two scintillator and photo
multiplier circuits arc used, one for monitoring dose 
accumulation ,lIld one for continuous rate monitori.ng 
allowing interruption of the process if the beam 
intensi ty exceeds as pr9set level. Sc'lllning magnet 
fields afC measured by 8-coi l5 with a nmlti-wire 
proportional chamber serving for position vcri.fi.cation 
With only ~ few hundred \.IS allotted for each scan 
position rcal time computer control wi.ll be difficult 
if a preci s ion of a few percent is uimell at. Actu::tl 

3 
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OOSI .. ,nRY CONTROL SYSTEM 

control and data acquistion will be performed in hard
ware (dosimetry control sys tem) with the comput er i nter
acting on a plane to plane bas is, i.e. when an energy 
change occurs. The computer, e.g. a ~lodComp ~ICII, will 
be equipped with a control console, a disk drive con
taining the dose profil es and two high speed serial 
links, one to the accelerato), control computer and 
one to the dosimetry control system. 

In a plane lk each cell is characterized by the 
set (Dt,Xi'Yj,B~), where Ut is the total specifibd 
particle count, Xi,Yj it's (X,Y) - coordinates and 
Bi! a 1II0difier used to calculate the cell melllory 
address from the scanning magnet fiel ds Bx ' By for 
each energy. 

In operation the 6k, dose profile is dOl"nloaded 
in one half of the local memory in the dosimetry 
control system. The be am is positioned at Xkmax, 
Yjmax and the cell is exposed until the desired dose 
is obtained (or exceeded). Address verification and 
dose comparison is performed on the hasis of a Ill S 
cycle. Then the actu;1! dose i s recorded and the beam 
is moved to Xkmax-L etc. When all Xi,Yjmax ;Ire 
sa tisfied a step to Yjmax-l occurs. Whil e the plane 
lk is exposed, actual r ecorded doses nt ;?k-l are trans
mitted back to the di sk and desired dose values for 
6k+l are loaded into the local memory. 

Conclusion 

It seems feasible to construct a beam delivery 
sys t em I,hich ;JllOl~S therapeutic irradiations to bl' 
performed with a prec i sion limited only by the ph ys ical 
characteristics of parti c le beams and their int erac
tion with matter. Critical subsystems, fa st scanning 
magnet , pOl,cr suppl}' and parts of the contl'ol system 
are under construction at LBL. A meaninl!ful applica
tion of thi s technique requires of course diagnostic 
procedures of equal precision. Such techniques are 
becoming available hOI~ev cr with 3-dimensional recon
s truction procedures (i.e. CAT scans ) 01' the use of 
auto-radioactive beams. 3 
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